“The looming network crash threatens to cost
Americans as much as the financial crisis!” Yet...

One Technology Can Keep
America from “Going Dark”
“One of the Best Inventions of the Year” ~ Time

This $300 billion breakthrough is poised to hand you
an easy 412%, starting in 48 hours...
Dear Reader,
Just over a month ago, 32 million cell and Internet users froze in their tracks...
Without warning, they were thrown into the dark, cut off from communication
and business transactions. It was the second occurrence in a week. No
explanation was ever given by either AT&T or Verizon, the $82 billion telecom
giants.
Just a few days earlier, hundreds of thousands of iPhone users in Great Britain
were left in the dark for the third time in a year.
On October 2nd, nearly 1 million T-Mobile Sidekick users lost all of their personal
data – business contacts, appointments, addresses – everything. Outraged
customers filed class action lawsuits just two days later – adding another to a long
list.
And on January 29, 2010, Google Nexus One users nationwide also lost all of their
data during after being left in the dark for more than eight hours. Again, no
explanation was given.
Imagine if you had a life-or-death emergency... were stranded... desperately
needed to contact a loved one… and were cutoff at the worst possible moment.
How frightening and dangerous would this be?
Beyond the danger, outrage and the lawsuits, every crash costs America millions
of dollars – with potential losses in the billions.

Right now, these cracks in the system are only getting bigger by the day.
According to the U.S. Internet Industry Association, to fix the bandwith problem
in the networks will now cost: “$300 billion to $1 trillion for the United States
alone...”
I’m here to alert you to one company with a breakthrough technology – the only
one that can solve this crisis.
Demand is already skyrocketing for this breakthrough. Just consider that this
company’s income has already risen 45 times over in the last three quarters.
And it’s got no competition. In fact, it’s about to hold every major telecom in
the U.S. and abroad hostage – for a king’s ransom.
Frankly, it could be a bonanza for anyone serious about building wealth quickly.
Follow with me, and I’ll show you how you could capture gains of 412% along the
way.
Perhaps the easiest potential “4-bagger”
any individual will ever see in his
lifetime.
Let me show you what I mean...

“The Bigger the
Problem... The Bigger
the Profits”
This has never been more true than
today. That’s because the looming
telecom crisis doesn’t get news coverage
– just the way the major Telecoms like
it.
In fact, there are 9 major major culprits
that threaten to crash the networks,
creating what top Internet security
analysts are calling a “digital 911.” But
let me tell you about just one threat
right here, right now: Smartphones.
Over just the last three years,
smartphone traffic has multiplied over 50
times. And that’s just on AT&T’s iPhone
network alone.

Telecoms Are Taking
Desperate Measures –
And Losing Court
Cases...
– Comcast was sued by 4 towns in
Michigan after it was caught delaying
transfers of large media files and
limiting the amount of data users can
download.
– AT&T customers filed a class-action
lawsuit after experiencing slow
connections when the company began
“capping” its lines.
– 80,000 HughesNet customers in
California filed a class action suit after
being throttled below dial-up speeds
for exceeding download caps.
– RadioShack and AT&T Mobility were
hit with a class action lawsuit after
hitting unwitting customers with fees
over $5,000 each for exceeding usage
limits.
As the problem escalates fast, one
company is set to score oversized
profits – and hand them over to its
shareholders...

shareholders...

Consider the billions of emails, text
messages, videos, voice mails, and
attachments that over 100 million Americans send every day...
Or that you can talk AND surf the web on your phone - at the same time!
And it's no wonder iPhone users have “... increased their usage by about 100%,”
according to the The New York Times. In fact, the average iPhone customer uses
10 times the network capacity of the average smartphone.
Across America, wireless data traffic on AT&T’s network has grown nearly 7,000%
over the last three years.
“There’s just no parallel for the
demand,” says AT&T's Chief Technology
Officer.
“We’re just starting to scratch the
surface of [what] AT&T is facing,” says a
senior securities analyst with Piper
Jaffray.
Bottom line: The most sophisticated
information technologies are just so
much scrap if they can’t transmit
information.
And the transmission of all this data
requires unprecedented amounts of
bandwidth. The demand is so great, it’s
threatening to crack the networks in the
U.S.
So let me get to the good news – the
only viable solution to this crisis. It’s a
play destined to hand you the
opportunity for as much as 412% gains in
the coming months...
It’s about a technology that just
increased the “pipeline” for digital
data by 10,000 times.
That’s not a typo you’re seeing above.
That’s a “1” with four zeros.
It explains why the potential for this
company’s stock is so explosive, and why
it’s heading for a spike steep enough it
could quadruple your money.

The 8 Other Culprits
That Threaten to Crash
the U.S.
As this crisis deepens, Gigabytes
become obsolete. Now growth is
measured in Petabytes. (1 Petabyte =
1,000,000 Gigabytes.)
Since the dawn of recorded history,
the entire written works of mankind
would amount to 50 Petabytes of
data.
Here is the growth in Petabytes of
transmission calculated from 2008
through 2013:
1. Internet Video to TV –
41,000%
2. Internet Video to PC –
1,015%
3. Internet Video
Communications – 1,033%
4. Mobile Data Internet Traffic
– 6,517%
5. Consumer Gaming – 922%
6. Web, Email & Data Traffic –
159%
7. Consumer Traffic – 464%
8. File Sharing – 149%
Source: Cisco VNI, 2009

It’s also why a few in-the-know analysts believe that it could set the stage for
“The Second Coming of the Digital Age.”

25 Trillion Bits Per Second...
Wrapped Around a Pencil
The breakthrough I’m talking about is in fiber optics – but not the way you may
think about it....
You see, the current fiber transmission
rate is 2.5 billion bits per second. In its
day, it was an incredible feat.
Yet this new breakthrough technology
creates a pipeline that handles 25 trillion
bits per second.

“2010 Bandwidth
Explosion Expected,
Demand for Fiber will
Skyrocket”
- WebNewsWire.com, December 30,
2009

That’s 10,000 times greater than
what’s commonly what’s being used throughout the world today.
That alone would have any technology investor salivating over the prospects. Yet
the true genius of this invention is even more powerful. It’s what has the major
telecoms chomping at the bit...
You see, this breakthrough technology is able to bend light.

Most Scientists Said It Couldn’t Be Done...
By the middle of 2007, this company’s scientists were doing what no scientist in
his right mind ever thought could be done. Except for measurements in astronomy
– where light is bent by the extreme gravitational forces of the sun – it’s never
been “bent” for practical purposes on earth.
It used to be that every time a fiber cable was bent, the light carrying the data
vanished. A few slight turns of the cable, and the data disintegrated. Even if it’s
bent just a little, the data escapes.
This drove telecom companies nearly half crazy, drilling through walls of
apartment buildings, offices and other tight places.
That was before nanotechnogy and the breakthrough that’s taking hold today,
making it possible for this company to wrap its optical fiber. The “nanostructure”
guides light back into the fiber, even when it’s bent.
It’s so effective that these precious cables can be wrapped around a pencil or
even tied in knot – with no loss of data... while still transmitting 10,000 times
more information than regular fiber.

Not only that, its superior coating resists environmental damage – making it ideal
for connecting rural or hazardous areas. Whether you are a telecom or a
government entity deploying the $2 billion stimulus money linking rural America
or the $8 billion for Australia’s national linking plan, having only the strongest
and fastest fiber optic cable for the job is critical.
And telecoms, facing a catastrophic breakdown, are catching on fast...
As Fox Business just reported:
“Demand for optical fiber grew by more than 19% in 2009 despite
the recession.”
For high growth in the next 6 to 12 months, I’m begging my readers to get in
now... before the coming wave of sales takes hold and pushes this company up
even faster.
It won’t be long before other analysts
start crunching the numbers on this
company and realize that it has:
A 15% Return on Equity –
pummeling the 1% industry
average...
A whopping net profit margin of
37%, blasting light years ahead of
the 3% industry average...
An amazing $3 billion investment
in China, with eight manufacturing
plants.
That’s not all.
Quarterly profits for this little gem have
nearly tripled from $249 million to $740
million... revenue has increased 41%!
And as I’ve said, income shot up over
45 times in just three quarters!

“Netflix Everywhere:
Sorry Cable, You’re
History”
- Wired, September 21, 2009
The Pew Research Center estimates
that 22 percent of American adults
have cut back or canceled cable
within the past year. And within that
group, 32% have connected their
computers to their TVs to view Web
video.
Consumers are simply ditching cable
and getting loads of TV shows and
movies from services like Hulu, Netflix
and iTunes.
With Netflix alone, nearly 3 million
users now access its instant
streaming service, watching 5 million
movies and TV shows every week on
their PCs... Xbox 360s... Blu-ray
players... HDTVs.

If that’s not the definition of a blast off, I don’t know what it. It’s also why I’m
recommending to my readers that they grab shares of this one as fast as they can
for estimated gains of 412% in the coming months...

Why I’ve Got Some Skin in This Game
My name is Horacio Márquez.

I’ve spent the past eight years as an editor of one of the world’s most successful
private investment advisory groups. But I’m not just a sit-behind-a-desk kind of
editor...
I spent the last 25 years managing multi-billion dollar portfolios in global markets
for the likes of Merrill Lynch. I worked as Director of Emerging Markets Trading
for Swiss Bank, where I masterminded the repurchase of $1.3 billion in debt by
Peru... while managing over $1.7 billion for clients.
I’ve been on the “inside” of countless international investment banking projects,
sitting in the catbird seat while clients collected massive profits.
What turned me on to this unique opportunity in fiber was NOT my analysis of
the telecom industry, per se.
It came from my 25 years investing in the global communications market.
It’s a subtle but enormous difference. And it’s the reason I’m projecting 412%
gains for this breakthrough company. When you look at the market for this
company’s product on a global scale, the effect is jaw-dropping.
Just take a look at the expected growth in smartphones all over the world,
forecasted by the renowned iSuppli Corp:
A 45% increase in a year...
A 66% increase in two years...
An 87% increase in three years...

Remember, this is just smartphone use.
It’s no wonder that Cisco Systems projects global data traffic to double every
year between now and 2013.
Not only that, but according to The U.S. Internet Industry Association:
“Internet traffic across borders has been rising at an average rate of
75 percent a year, while bandwidth capacity to handle this traffic is
expanding by about 45 percent a year.”
Which means that as more and more of the world’s billions of citizens “plug in”
and expect faster and more reliable communications, the current standard of
only 2.5 billion bits per second will only hasten a “digital 911”...
Only this time it will be global.
So forget about Apple, Verizon, Sprint, Blackberry or any other hip household
brand. The money behind the money is in the one company that can deliver
bandwidth – without which every other innovation becomes useless. It’s that
simple.
Wealth builders who see the connection now before it’s too late could be looking
at incredible gains along the way, reaching as high as 412% or more...

When Profits Rise, Stocks Explode
To The “Sweet Spot”
The amazing thing about this technology and the company that owns it is that its
profits are set to rise at an exponential rate. And that means hefty gains for
shareholders.
For every up-tic, profits can explode by 3X to 20X seemingly overnight.
It’s because of something called “operational leverage.” This is where fixed costs
stay the same, and the cost of materials (variable costs) rise only with every new
foot of cable.
So now we’re about to hit the “sweet spot” with this company. That’s where this
company’s profits on every foot of cable sold increase at an exponential rate.
And that’s right where we’re headed.

Frankly, this is just the icing on the cake – and why capturing gains of 412% is
inevitable.
Fact is, when profits rise, stock prices can explode...
This is what always happens to established goods that go into high demand, like
the fiber company I’m talking about here.
Their stock price jumps up to 7 times as high as any increase in the price of the
good!
Check out what happens in oil when the demand skyrockets...
From August 2007 to July 2008 a barrel of oil increased a nice 110%, but
Evolution Petroleum soared 183%... Comstock Resources jumped 206%... and
W&T Offshore popped a whopping 277%.
Or consider gold...
From March 2003 to today, the price of gold jumped 70%, yet Kinross Gold
jumped 191% and Barrick Gold popped 243%.
Or iron ore...
As China increased imports threefold to build power plants and skyscrapers, iron’s
price per pound climbed 82% from September 2006 to May 2008.
Yet, Russia’s Mechel Resources shot up 631%! It notched nearly 7 times the gain
of the underlying commodity.

Yet the thing to know right now with fiber is that this is just one of many power
plays in the making...

My VIP Strategy Has Proven Accurate
Time After Time...
Fact is, my Money Map VIP strategy has pinpointed big gainers like this optical
fiber company time and again.
Here are just a few of the gains I racked up for subscribers to my Money Map VIP
Trader:
582.3% total gains on Petroleo Brasileiro, the mega oil and gas producer in
Latin America’s most vibrant economy...
97% total gains on Transocean, the world’s largest offshore oil and gas
driller...
92.45% on Tenaris, a leading supplier of tubes for energy companies...
202.8% total gains on Unibanco, the third largest privately owned bank in
Brazil.
Gains like these come when you can forecast accurately the ebb and flow of
demand across the globe – and all the money that chases it.
And more importantly... when you know what to do with all that information.
Global demand and the surge of cash work the way high- and low-pressure
weather systems do.
Great accumulations of wealth (“high pressure zones”) in certain parts of the
world create huge opportunities (“low pressure zones”) in other parts.
Then, as money abhors a vacuum – whoosh! – it races from accumulation to
opportunity.
Virtually any policy, economic, or market change or innovation can trigger
massive money flows. (In this case, the high-pressure zone is being created by
the bandwidth crisis.)
And the bigger or more fundamental the change, the bigger the impact it has on
money flows.
China investing over $900 billion in
infrastructure projects... electricity
shortages driving $3 trillion in investment
capital into power production... Brazil
locking up over 35% of the world’s iron

The Variables of My
“Venture Index Proxy”
(VIP) Strategy...

ore reserves.
You can map these flows much as
meteorologists map weather patterns....
But here’s the key point...
When you’ve spent a lifetime studying
the impact of these money flows as I
have, you can predict the course of the
resulting financial benefits precisely.
And you can position yourself ahead of
time to profit from them. That’s how I
showed wealth builders gains like
these...
181.6% on BHP Billiton, perhaps
the world’s largest resources
company
170% on Peabody Energy, the
world’s largest private sector coal
company
53.4% total gains on Cameco, a
dominant nuclear energy company
My VIP method crunches over 24 pieces
of data to locate these economic events
and forecast their trajectory.
It then zeroes in on individual companies
ideally positioned to ride these
“currents” to round after round of fat
profits.
The acronym “VIP” in Money Map VIP
Trader stands for Venture Index Proxy.
As your proxy, I scour the world for
companies poised for explosive growth –
using the same criteria a venture
capitalist would.
That’s how I helped readers lock on to
whopping gains of 75.79%, 285.19% and
144.44% in just a few months on our
position on Icici Bank, India’s second
largest bank.

Country-Specific:
Projected country GDP change
in acceleration/deceleration rate
Monetary policy tightness
proprietary index
Fiscal and current account
change in strengthening /
weakening rate
Change in foreign direct
investment and portfolio
investment
Inflation trend analysis and
composition by industry and
sector
Change in debt and foreign
reserve flows
Political and economic cycle
analysis
Industry-Specific:
Legislative and regulatory
changes
Technological innovation
Favored industries and sectors
to benefit from projected
country and global
developments
Company-Specific:
Barriers to entry
Barriers to exit
Power of suppliers
Power of buyers
Value chain analysis
Competitive dynamics
Excess capacity
Sustainability of competitive
advantages
Gross operating and net margin
projected change
Projected financial leverage
Economies of scale, of scope
and experience curve effects
Capital structure
Stock-Specific:

Others looked and then looked away. I
evaluated it like a venture capitalist and
immediately saw its explosive potential –
a potential it fulfilled in months.

Stock-Specific:
Asset valuation and comparable
valuation metrics relative to
peers and market
Market, industry and stock
technical analysis

(In fact, I’ll often recommend readers
invest several times in a company if it is
particularly hot – each time with an
opportunity to come away with double
and triple-digit gains – just as venture capitalists invest successive tranches of
capital in an enterprise as it proves itself.)

What’s more, my VIP method allows me to distinguish minor oscillations – head
fakes – from the major trends that drive the mega winners... the ones ready to
provide memory-making returns.
Even as the biggest economic meltdown since the Great Depression was stripping
ill-informed investors of their hard-won cash... even when others were losing
money... my strategy gave Money Map VIP Traders significant gains...
58.99% on iron ore miner Vale, as it kept China’s steel mills humming
through the recession.
43.8% on Petrobras, the Brazilian oil company, even as oil lost three
quarters of its value!
24.8% on Taiwan Semiconductors, as Obama’s stimulus program pays for hitech innovations.
26.54% on the SP 500 SPDR – if you knew how to play it.
In fact, since October 2008, while most investors were losing their shirts in the
imploding markets, Money Map VIP Trader showed subscribers a string of plays
that trounced the S&P 500 by an average of 31.3%.
No doubt, the “high pressure zone” being created by the worldwide demand for
fiber optic cable offers the potential for fast, life-changing gains...
But please understand this:
This is just one of the opportunities my VIP method identifies on a regular
basis... And just one of the “high pressure” opportunities on the table right
now...

My Next “Boring” Double in the Making...
In fact, the Money Map VIP method has identified one of the most “boring” profit
plays I’ve seen in quite a while... and “boring” is just the way I like. That means
it’s “off the radar” of Wall Street analysts... At least until it triggers the

algorithms of institutional buyers, who then flood it with money.
So get ready. This play is in paper pulp. It may not make for cocktail chatter.
But the potential gains – in this case 203% – can get my heart racing.
You see, the sole source of this company’s pulp comes from one of the fastestgrowing trees in the entire world – eucalyptus. And its South American location
gives it the ideal place to grow.
While North America’s climate only makes possible 6 tons per hectare per year,
this special location down south produces 45 tons.
When you multiply that by the 600,000 hectares of plantations this company owns
(and its significantly lower production costs), it’s no wonder that its production
capacity is nearly twice as much as the second largest in the industry.
But get this: It already has a lock on 22% of the world’s pulp market – and is
expected to have 60% to 70% of it in the next few years.
This unique company has just popped 36.23% on it’s way to a projected 203%
spike.
Now is the perfect time to grab this pick at bargain-basement prices...
And yet, this is only a sampling of what the VIP strategy can do for wealth
builders in the coming weeks and months...

How You’ll Profit From the 5 Biggest Trends
in History...
Right now, and for a limited time, I’ve inviting you to join the other members of
my Money Map VIP service. And I beg you, my friend, please take this invitation
seriously.
You see, I’ve spent the last 25 years of my professional life developing the Money
Map Method. Right now, it’s pointing to the five biggest trends in the economic
history of the world.
These are events that will be written about for decades to come. It’s never been
more important to position yourself now, and to learn how to use them to your
advantage. Let me show you what the Money Map has discovered...
Profit Trend #1: Currency Devaluation
One of the key measures being used by advanced economies to jumpstart their
debt-saddled economies is through devaluing their currencies to stay ahead of
fast-growing rivals in the developing world.
Because as discretionary income explodes in emerging economies, one of the first
and fastest growing targets is tourism – internal and external.

Luckily, this airline is perfectly poised to take advantage of its country’s new
appetite for travel. It’s the only low-cost and low-fare carrier available in the
country, and already owns 41.3% of the domestic market. Domestic passenger
traffic increased 31.4% and international passenger traffic increased 36.9% in just
one year... while income has exploded nearly 200% in just two.
Armed with 30 brand new Boeing 737s and a market growing by leaps and
bounds, I fully expect at least 141% gains within the year from this dynamo.
Profit Trend #2: Global Stimuli
After the global meltdown, all the G20 countries agreed to cooperate in
stimulating the global economy with monetary and fiscal measures. Little did
they know that they just lit a match under one of the most cyclical industries –
one that is also perfectly leveraged to foreign exchange rates.
After getting hammered badly during the meltdown, the opportunity to jump
back into it has never been better, and one company stands heads and shoulders
above its competitors, with dominant positions supplying red-hot niches such as
semi-conductors, appliances and disinfectants.
Not only that, it is also perfectly positioned for extremely fast growth at the start
of a new multi-year bull cycle in agriculture – which is why we have every reason
to estimate 200% gains from this blockbuster.
Profit Trend #3: Resources
China’s stupendous growth might be old news, but there is never a lack of new
ways to profit from it. Because its unending appetite for more durable
infrastructure and durable goods (cars, appliances) means an unending need for
raw materials – principally steel.
While most investors will just stop right there, that would be a big mistake:
Because a bigger demand for steel means an even bigger demand for the
materials that help produce it – in this case, coking coal.
With China as its largest customer, and Citigroup estimating coking coal prices to
rise 14% this year, this company already enjoys an enviable structural advantage,
and could easily hand you 189% gains.
Profit Trend #4: Debt
As the US government and the Federal Reserve go all-out to reflate the US
economy with 0% interest rates and unprecedented levels of spending, banks are
now swimming in cash – paying nothing for deposits while charging market rates
for loans.
Unfair? Yes – but you can make a small fortune off of this trend by picking up one
of the largest weak banks that is using it to recapitalize. And because of the huge
uncertainties surrounding the disposal of its “toxic” assets and its performance, it
is now trading at a HUGE discount to fair value...

In fact, this is one of the biggest and most stunning turnaround plays I have ever
seen. (One money manager, David Tepper, was able to deliver 117.3% returns
with this strategy). Get set for 115% gains in less than 6 months.
Profit Trend #5: Global Deleveraging
When the global financial crisis crushed over-leveraged players with risky
portfolios, the remaining survivors raced to massively deleverage as quickly as
possible, making them even tougher in the process.
But one special player was never over-extended to begin with, and was able to
cherry-pick only the very best assets, personnel and business from its collapsing
rivals. It’s now expanding like never before across emerging markets and just
posted record net revenues of $2.1 billion, in addition to record net earnings to
shareholders and net earnings per share.
Bottom Line: Hold on tight to this one for estimated 200% gains.

Join Me Now for the Profits of a Lifetime
Not many investors get the chance to tap into the kind of global research offered
by Money Map VIP Trader.
Yet, Money Map VIP Trader gives you these kinds of opportunities week after
week. It’s the only method that tracks “high-pressure” economic imbalances on a
global scale. And then it zeroes on the companies that stand to benefit in a big
way.
It’s like stacking the deck in your favor because the VIP method locks on to
inevitabilities in the market. Those price movements that turn into unstoppable
forces.
I’d like to offer you the chance to join these lucky few...

What You Get Immediately
When you accept my invitation to Money Map VIP Trader, I’ll rush you
password-protected access to our site with full details on all my current
recommendations.
I’ll even rush you my special alert on the fiber optic company right in your
confirmation letter. You’ll get it immediately upon acceptance.
Then, you’ll start to get...
Weekly Email Recommendations: Once a week, I’ll send you a
priority report with new recommendations, market updates, and
analysis...
Each recommendation is based on the highest quality research aimed at maximum

gain and safety. And I explain in detail the timing and reasons for making the
recommendation.
Bi-Weekly Email Updates: Between recommendations, you receive
regular email updates on the portfolio, including how and when to
close positions to preserve your profits.
Money Map VIP Trader is so simple to use, anyone with a computer and a
telephone can plug into huge gains almost immediately.
And even though you may have never heard of most of the stocks I talk about,
they can all be purchased through your regular broker.
But you must be willing to act now...
In recent months, some incredible off-the-radar moves have taken place...
Cott Corp., a soda pop maker, is up 781%...
Sealy Corp., a bed maker, has popped 629%...
With Money Map VIP Trader, you have the opportunity to profit from the
biggest, global high-pressure zones... demand imbalances... and tsunami-sized
money flows. You’ll gain immediate access to research on the hottest companies
profiting from those money flows – and with strategies to minimize risk and
maximize your gains.

The World’s Riches Await You
And these are far from the only opportunities I’m thrilled to share with you. Take
a peek at a few of the other golden opportunities you’ll discover when you join
us at Money Map VIP Trader:
A South American energy wonder has just stumbled upon the Holy Grail –
30-35 billion barrels of newly discovered oil! It recently announced a fiveyear $174.4 billion plan to extract this mother lode and reached an
agreement with China for future oil supplies for a $10 billion credit line.
Even better: This mammoth’s profit margin is nearly double the industry
average. Expected gains: 89% in the next four months.
A travel giant that has grabbed 50% of China’s market, crushing Wall
Street’s earnings forecasts with five-year sales growth of 53.6% and income
gains of 217%. Expected gains: 307% in the next 24 months.
Because of massive infrastructure spending, China’s demand for imported
iron ore has exploded over 47% since last year – and this company hit the
jackpot by becoming its largest supplier. Net assets have exploded over
250% in the last three years from $15 billion to over $40 billion, and it is
now operating on a 32.02% profit margin. Expected gains:153% in 10

months.
This American kitchen staple serves Russians 32 billion homemade servings a
year – in about 1/3 the regular time. The product’s convenience and costsavings have kept sales high with increased gross margins of 41.6%.
Expected gains: at least 102% returns in the next 12 months.
Any one of these alone could more than make your investing year. So there’s
little time to delay.

Waiting Even Days Could Cost You 50% or More...
With the looming network crisis growing larger by the day – and this company's
income expanding exponentially – there’s little time to waste on the fiber
company I’ve been telling you about.
Why miss out on even a penny of the projected 412% gain?
Or, for that matter, any of the opportunities you’ve already seen, including the 5
Biggest Profit Trends in History. Missing those major trends could set a wealth
builder back for years to come.
Without Money Map VIP Trader, you’re almost certain to miss out.
That’s why it’s so important to take advantage of
what the Money Map VIP Trader has to offer today.
Not many investors get the chance to tap into the
kind of research offered by Money Map VIP Trader.
That’s why I’d like to offer you the chance to join the
lucky few who know how to use these forces to their
immense advantage instead of passively resigning
themselves with the rest of the herd...

Michael Schwartz, an
entrepreneur planning
for retirement,
combined my strategy
with options to make
1,805% on
insurance.

Put $2,405 in Your Pocket Immediately...
But timing is everything.
And all too often we “put off” doing things, even when we know that acting now
will only benefit us. Procrastination has lost people fortunes...
You see, if you purchased research like this from other equity researchers you’d
pay dearly for their services – investment management fees, custodial fees,
consultant fees and even transaction fees – costing upwards of $20,000 or more.
And in the past, the listed price for my VIP research has been $2,900 per year.
This is still a great deal, considering that any one recommendation mentioned in
this report could easily pay for the price of a subscription many times over, just

as Maria L. says below.
But right now, my publisher has agreed to reduce the
normal subscription fee for Money Map VIP Trader by
an astounding $2,405 for 6 months... if you get on
board now. That’s a savings of 83% on an already low
price.
That’s money you can put right back in your pocket...
or use to start your path on the easiest potential 4bagger to come around in years.
Fact is, unless I can convince you to give my research
service a try, you could miss out on the investments
of a lifetime. And I don’t want to see that happen.
In fact, I’m even willing to go one step farther, just
to prove a point...

“When I signed on I
was looking for
additional ideas.
Horacio's first pick to
me was PBR. It paid
my subscription for the
next three years, a
sensational start. I'm
also happy to see that
he uses technical
analysis in his work. All
in all I am delighted
with the service.
- Maria L.

Every Single Barrier to Wealth Removed
During this special period, you’re going to have the opportunity to test drive the
Money Map VIP Trader, and do it at absolutely no risk.
That’s right. Try my Money Map VIP Trader for the next six months. Read my
alerts and report... see in detail how the VIP Strategy works... take advantage of
my recommendations, every single one of them...
For a short time right now you’ll be given access to “test drive” my method for
just $495 for the next six months.
That’s a fraction of the $2,900 regular price and term we set for this service.
And one thing I can say for sure, we may never make this special offer available
again.
It’s an amazing opportunity to see for yourself just
how powerful and beneficial Money Map VIP Trader
can be... and just how effective it is at creating a
new life of financial freedom for yourself.
Get in on the fiber play I’m talking about... take the
opportunity to make serious gains on the “boring”
(anything but!) pulp play I’ve described... take
advantage of the 5 Biggest Trends in History – each of
which can double, triple, even quadruple your money
– should you choose to do so...
My goal here is to help as many people as I reasonably
can. I’ve made investors millionaires over the years –

Dear Horacio,
“Thanks to you (in a
good way) I will be
paying taxes again. For
the last 11 years I
haven't paid any taxes
due to the fact my
Brokers (and especially
the BEAR guy)... had
us going short all the
time and kept making
us 80% losers.
“[Now] I am on my

and I’ve made other millionaires even richer. Now it’s
time to do the same for all my subscribers.
But my guess is, once you try Money Map VIP Trader,
you’ll be hooked for a long time. What’s more... I also
guarantee you’ll never pay a penny more for your
subscription than the price that you can get today.
It will NEVER go up no matter how long you subscribe.
Even better, you’ll get my unconditional LIFETIME
guarantee. That’s right...

“[Now] I am on my
way to recovery. Right
out of the gate I
started making a few
thousand. If I had the
capital 11 years ago, I
would have said
Thousands and
Thousands.
“Thanks again for your
expertise. God Bless
you and your Family.”
- Alex H.

My Lifetime Guarantee Makes It
Almost Too Easy
Try Money Map VIP Trader for the next six months at this special introductory
offer. If you find you’re not seeing the kinds of gains I’m talking about here in
our track record, let me know anytime...
My lifetime money-back guarantee ensures that you
will have the opportunity for these kinds of gains or
your membership will be promptly refunded.
Yes, lifetime.
You see, my money-back guarantee with Money Map
VIP Trader extends to the very last day of your
subscription.
Why? Because the bigger the play, the longer it can
take to squeeze out every last, fat drop of profit – and
I don't want you to miss one cent.

“What a great service
this is! Congratulations
on the clear and wellinformed advice that
you give your readers
– I am very happy with
the recommendations...
I will certainly be
watching your future
advice with great
interest.”
- Mark E.

So if you are dissatisfied with your membership for
any reason whatsoever, you can cancel anytime and receive a 100% refund on the
balance of your subscription. That's how confident I am that you’ll be blown away
by the results.

The Deadline Is Fast Approaching
It has never been more important to take advantage of the global economic
trends and profits Money Map VIP Trader can alert you to.
After nine years of uncertain returns in U.S. markets, uncertainty in the Middle
East, fluctuating oil prices, and inflation ready to rear its ugly head, navigating
the investing landscape is difficult enough – even for the most avid investor...
Yet, Money Map VIP Trader can erase years of doubts about the markets. And

you can start with the very next recommendation.
And as with oil, untold fortunes will be made by those who invest now.
Time is of the essence. Every day that goes by the network crisis in America and
across the world worsens. Bandwidth demands are increasing at the greatest
rates in history. Never before have we seen demand for anything grow by over
4,000%, 5,000%, even 6,000% in the span of a couple of years.
And then double every year for the next three years!
But without Money Map VIP Trader, you’re almost
certain to miss out.
I beg you, don’t let that happen. Secure your spot
now – and try my Money Map VIP Trader method
over the next six months, along with my Lifetime
Money Back Guarantee.

Bert Thompson, a
retired real estate
executive living Florida,
used my strategy to
make $1.1 million on
gold, without options or
commodities futures.

We’ve gone so far as to remove any possible barrier
between you and the wealth you deserve to make.
Enough in many cases to take your spouse on that round-the-world trip you’ve
always dreamed of.
Of course, you’d never have to tell him or her how it was made possible – unless
of course you choose to.
So I urge you – act now. Simply click here and follow
the instructions to sign up. For faster service, call 1888-570-9830 or 1-410-454-0498 during business
hours and mention priority code EMMTL202 to begin
your subscription immediately.
Again, time is of the essence... This special
opportunity will end very shortly.
I look forward to welcoming you aboard, and to the
continued joy of one profit opportunity after another.

Florencia Pugliese, an
elderly retiree, used
this strategy to
guarantee her
retirement income at
53% a year for the first
ten years... and a total
return of 6,962%... on
a little-known bond
investment – without
options.

Sincerely,

Horacio Márquez
Founder and Editor
Money Map VIP Trader
P.S. Never have I seen a company increase its income by 45 times in the span of
three quarters. This is a rare and unique situation, driven by the looming collapse

in the networks in the U.S. and abroad. It’s no wonder this company is poised for
a spike of 412% in the coming months. Test drive Money Map VIP Trader and see
for yourself how powerful my research is – all for less than the cost of your daily
Starbucks. But please act now: This special offer may end at any time.
P.P.S. There’s something else that’s just as critical to saving America from
“Going Dark.” It’s a company about to own the market for optical “switches,” the
key component that tells data where to go, just like a train on a track.
Considering the leverage this small firm has – and its 7-fold increase in net
income – gains could exceed 622%. Accept my invitation now, and I'll rush you
the details on this company, too!

ORDER NOW

